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Microsofts Windows Small Business Server has taken the market by storm, offering a compelling solution for business with 50 or fewer employees. Pro Windows Small Business Server 2003 is a complete guide for you intermediate-to-advanced administrators who have deployed SBS, gotten it working for your organizations, and want to take the product and its features to the next level. This book is your solid reference to SBS 2003, and youll gain great insight to IT security.
Inside this book, youll find everything you need to know about managing SBS 2003 on a daily basis. Author Tony Campbell walks you through all aspects of installing and running the products in the suite. Specific topics include Windows Server 2003 R2, Windows SharePoint Services, Exchange Server 2003, Microsoft Office Outlook 2003, Microsoft Shared Fax Service, Routing and Remote Access, as well as coverage of the Premium Edition, and even a chapter on troubleshooting. A requirements gathering and mapping exercise will teach you how to best plan a small businesss IT system.

About the Author

Tony Campbell is a veteran Microsoft consultant (MCP) specializing in the architecture and design of secure Microsoft-centric business solutions. He also has vast experience in many other industry niches such as networking, collaboration, security, business logic, and disaster recovery and resilience. Tony has been involved with all sizes of business, from the very small to the very large, and has successfully delivered secure, reliable, robust solutions to over 150,000 clients in his 18 years in the business. Tony started his career back in the 1980s as a "green screen" mainframe programmer for the British Meteorological Office, finally arriving after a long journey in his current role as a self-employed IT consultant for over a dozen full-time customers.

Tony is a regular contributor to a number of IT journals distributed across the globe, and has been involved in the production of software manuals, user guides, white papers, hardware manuals, and training courses. His love of writing has led to publication of some fiction by a number of small presses as well as by a few more obscure magazines.
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Mac OS X Tiger Timesaving Techniques For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
Speed up your Mac, search smarter, and optimize your network
OVER 60  techniques that help you save time by...     

	Customizing your Mac for the way you work
	Finding files faster with Spotlight
	Automating tasks with Automator
	Making the most of the address book and iCal®

...
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Numerical Methods for Elliptic and Parabolic Partial Differential Equations (Texts in Applied Mathematics)Springer, 2003
This book resulted from lectures given at the University of Erlangen–
Nuremberg and at the University of Magdeburg. On these occasions we
often had to deal with the problem of a heterogeneous audience composed
of students of mathematics and of different natural or engineering sciences.

Thus the expectations of the...
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Fuzzy Database Modeling of Imprecise and Uncertain Engineering InformationSpringer, 2006
This book presents recent advances for imprecise and uncertain engineering information from the point of view of fuzzy database modeling. The topics include fuzzy conceptual data modeling of engineering information, conversion of the fuzzy conceptual models, and database implementation of the fuzzy conceptual data models. Some major data and...
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Building Websites with e107: A step by step tutorial to getting your e107 website up and running fastPackt Publishing, 2007

	e107 is a PHP-based content management system that uses the popular open source MySQL database system for content storage. e107 is released under the terms of the GNU General Public License and is completely free, totally customizable and in constant development. It is an ideal tool for developing small to large dynamic community websites,...
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The GIMP Bible: Great for Beginners - 40+ Step-by-Step TutorialsKuhlman Publishing, 2019

	The GIMP Bible is the ultimate reference and guide to the free, recently updated, photo-editing software - GIMP. Due to its license-free application, this Adobe Photoshop-like image manipulation program is probably the most-used software in the world. If you're a beginner photographer or a professional, then this detailed how-to guide will...
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Building a Comprehensive IT Security Program: Practical Guidelines and Best PracticesApress, 2016

	This book explains the ongoing war between private business and cyber criminals, state-sponsored attackers, terrorists, and hacktivist groups. Further, it explores the risks posed by trusted employees that put critical information at risk through malice, negligence, or simply making a mistake. It clarifies the historical context of the...
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